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 “Latino Urbanism”  
By James Rojas 

 
As great numbers of Latino immigrants and native-born Mexican Americans 

citizens settle into the large parts of Los Angeles, they bring with them different use of 
urban space to an already existing built environment.  Their homes, ciudades, pueblos, 
and ranchos in Latin America are structured differently both physically and socially than 
the American suburb.  

 
 Latinos bring a rich use of public life LA and can this phenomena can be seen by 

the way Latinos retrofit the urban design of the streets.  Street vendors carrying their 
wares, pushing carts or setting up temporary tables and tarps, vivid colors, murals and 
business signs, clusters of people socializing on street corners and over front yard fences, 
and the furniture and props that make these front yards into personal statements all 
contribute to the vivid, unique landscape of the city.   

 
People  

Very few signs or landmarks will indicate Latino LA, however one will know 
when they have arrived there because of the large number of people on the streets as 
compared to the lack of people on the streets in other parts of L.A. Street life is an 
integral part of the community fabric because they bring people together.  Streets serve as 
plazas by creating a real sense of place in Latino neighborhoods. 

 

 
 
Walking and using public transportation are an important means of transportation 

in Latino neighborhoods.  The numerous small neighborhood mom and popshops that 
line commercial streets indicated that most customers walk to these stores.  Latinos have 
the highest rider ship on Los Angeles Metropolitan Transit Authority buses.  While most 
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Angelinos cannot locate their local bus stop is, in Latino L.A. bus stops are major nodes 
of activity with passengers and vendors.   

Latinos engage in all types of activities on streets ranging from; residents 
conversing over fences, elderly sitting on porches, children playing on sidewalks and 
front yards, teenagers congregating on the sidewalk, men working on cars and street 
vendors selling food and sundries from front gate to front gate. 
 
Street Vendors – Mobile Commerce in Latino LA  

The streets of Los Angeles provide Latinos a space and opportunity for economic 
survival by allowing them to sell items and/or their labor.  While most Angelinos only 
drive cars on streets, Latinos have ingeniously transformed auto-oriented streets to fit 
their economic needs strategically mapping out intersections and temporarily 
transforming vacant lots, old gas stations, sidewalks, and curbs.  When the highway 
engineers were planning LA's famous freeways they did not anticipate people selling 
oranges from the on and off ramps.  From men selling their labor to selling of extra 
clothing in front of ones home, Latinos blur the line between commercial and residential 
activities.  

Vendors temporarily transform the urban landscape by adding a rhythmic activity 
to the street.  Street vendors in Latino L.A. add an importance to the streets by bringing 
services to people.  Their ephemeral nature bonds people and the place together.  These 
uses enriched the urban landscape by adding more activity to the suburban 
neighborhoods.   
 
Props 
 Moveable objects or props add a second layer of architect to the Latino LA 
landscape and help Latinos use urban space.  These props range from objects to sit on, 
talk over, play with and hear.  These props scale down the urban landscape to a 
pedestrian level.  Moveable objects or props, such as tables and chairs, allow the Latino 
residents to use the outdoor space by giving them flexibility and freedom over their 
environment.  Props can be moved between inside and the outside space, as well as allow 
for personalization in public space.  Like furniture in a room, props in the street connect 
the user to the open urban space. Props also help Latinos transform auto oriented streets 
to a pedestrian level.   
 
Cultural Expression Through Graphics 
  Very few spaces and walls are left untouched in East Los Angeles.  From 
graffiti, store signs and murals, blank wall space becomes a cultural expression for the 
residents.  The use of paint helps Latinos to inexpensively claim ownership of space or 
express themselves.  The use of graphics adds a strong visual element to the urban form.  
Buildings are kinetic because of the flamboyant words and graphics used.  Many building 
areas cover from top to bottom with graphics.  Murals can be political, religious or used 
for business advertisement.  Many neighborhoods display public murals are both political 
and religious in nature.  One of the unique urban advantages about murals is that they 
liven up a space.  No where is this more apparent than the side streets from commercial 
streets where shop keepers have murals painted to advertise and keep the graffiti from 
being noticed.  
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The murals are painted on the large expansive, blank walls on the side of the 
buildings that faces the residential street.  An interesting urban dynamic takes place 
because the commercial activity is wrapped around the building onto the residential side 
streets.  The residential streets are liven up and are connected with the residential streets.  
These corners area are important to the resident of Latino LA where many vendors 
congregate.   
 
Fences: A Social Catalyst 
 Fences are a fixed prop.  In many front yards across America one can find fences.  
Most people will build fences for security, exclusion, seclusion etc. and Latinos build 
fences for these same reasons.  Fences create easily defendable spaces and illustrate a 
simple, straightforward approach to procession:  "This is my space."  However it's the 
way Latinos use fences that becomes interesting.  
 Waist-high fences are ubiquitous throughout the residential landscape of Latino 
Los Angeles.  The fences function as place to keep things out or in, provide a place hang 
wet laundry, sell items or just chat with a neighbor.  Fences are a useful threshold 
between the household and public domain and bring residents together. Boundaries bring 
people together and the fences in Latino neighborhoods define boundaries between public 
and private space.  However here the fences break down the social and physical barriers 
by creating a place where people can congregate.   The middle class suburban 
neighborhood people rarely congregate in the front yard.  This visible expanse of land 
acts as a psychological barrier that separates the private space of the home from the 
public space of the street.  Collectively the enclosed front yards create a different urban 
landscape and transform the neighborhood.  
 Enclosed front yards help transform the street into a plaza.  This new plaza is not 
the typical plaza we see in Latin American or Europe with strong defining street walls but 
has an unconventional form. Nevertheless the streets in Latino LA have all the social 
activity of a plaza.  Residents and pedestrians can participate in the social dialog on the 
street from the comfort and security of their enclosed front yard.  Fences clearly delineate 
their property between neighbors, which allows them to personalize their front yard 
without physically interfering with each other.   
 
La Yarda:  A Personal Expression 
 Nowhere else in urban landscape of Latino Los Angeles is the use of space so 
illuminated and celebrated than in the front yard.  Typical middle class front yard is an 
impersonal space in which no one sits there, no personal objects are left lying while the 
front yards in Latino LA are personal vignettes of the owner's life.  Depending on the 
practical needs of the owners, the use and design of the front yard vary from elaborate 
courtyard gardens reminiscent of Mexico, a place for children, to working places.  Middle 
class Americans put their daily habits in the backyard.  Latinos bring the party, 
workspace and conversation to the front yard creating activity in the public space.  
 The front yard in middle class suburbs has become a space dedicated to showing 
that we are good citizens, and responsible members of the community.  In Latino LA 
front yard is not measure by the cosmetics of the lawn but rather your participation in 
streets activities.  The Latino front yards reflect the Latino cultural values applied to 
American suburb form.   
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Housecapes:  Latino Vernacular 

Non-Latinos built the homes in Latino LA, but these homes have evolved into a 
vernacular form as residents make changes to suit their needs.  Every change, no matter 
how small, has meaning and purpose.  Bringing the sofa out to the front porch, stuccoing 
over the clap board, painting the house vivid colors or placing a statue of the Virgin in the 
front yard, all reflect the struggles, triumphs, and everyday habits of working class 
Latinos.  A bastard of two architectural vocabularies, Latino homes and barrios create a 
new language that uses syntax from both Latin American and the US urban forms.  

The front porch becomes one of the main focal points of the house.  In most 
American homes today the use and importance of the front porch has declined for various 
reasons.  However in Latino Los Angeles the front porch has gained a new importance 
with residents enlarging and expanding them for their heavy use.  Residents sit on the 
porch to escape summer heat or just be outside with family, friends and neighbors.  The 
driveway and front yard can serve as a party or work space.  

Unlike the typical middle class suburban house that pulls itself away from the 
street, the Latino household extends graciously to the street.  Each house communicates 
with the street and other through the use of fences and props.   
 
Conclusion  

Latinos and more recent immigrants are transforming urban space in Los Angeles. 
Street vendors carrying their wares, pushing carts or setting up temporary tables and 
tarps, vivid colors, murals and business signs, clusters of people socializing on street 
corners and over front yard fences, and the furniture and props that make these front 
yards into personal statements all contribute to the vivid, unique landscape of the city. 
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